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Michelle is an entrepreneur who has built
Marketing Angels from the ground up. Michelle
and the team at Marketing Angels have worked
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the past 15 years from almost every industry.
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Online Magazine.
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I N T R O D U C TI O N

How many leads do you

Answering these questions sh
those leads and sales.

I’ve written this e-guide because the question “What should I spend on marketing?” is one of
the most common questions we are asked by small businesses. A question that is as hard to
answer as “how long is a piece of string”?

Regardless of your goals - wha

The problem is there’s no one-size-fits-all answer. A lot of people ask whether they should
spend a percentage of turnover and 10% is often bandied about as a general rule of thumb.

on some level. Money is one
throwing money at advertising

Looking at turnover is not very helpful either though as profit margins will be different for

every business and it’s the cash flow from that, that will determine what’s left over to spend on
marketing.

right activity and resourcing it

Ideally your marketing budget will be driven by your business goals.
——— What do you want to achieve?
——— How much revenue do you need to generate?

If you are not willing to set asid

——— What does that to equate to in sales?

——— How many leads do you need to generate a certain number of sales of a certain value?

really believe in the busine

Answering these questions should help you to determine what you need to invest to generate
those leads and sales.

Regardless of your goals - what is true is that every business needs to invest in marketing

All businesses need to inv
I hope you find this e-guid

on some level. Money is one component, but a large part of effective marketing is not just

throwing money at advertising, but investing in skills and resources to make sure you’re doing
the right activity and resourcing it so you’re being consistent.

If you are not willing to set aside any budget for marketing, then you have to ask yourself if you
really believe in the business you’ve decided to create?
All businesses need to invest something in marketing to grow.
I hope you find this e-guide helpful.
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W H AT E V E RY B U S I N E S S S H O U L D I N V E S T I N
Regardless of what stage your business is at, it’s critical that you have a marketing plan and also
strong branding.
———

S T R AT EGY A N D S K I L L S
Whether you create your own marketing plan or hire an expert to help you, you are less
likely to waste precious marketing dollars if you’ve researched the various options, the costs
involved and likely results. You’ll also be more successful if you have an experienced marketer
to implement your plan. Whether you hire internally or outsource, you need to ensure that your
plan gets executed and executed well.
———

A G R E AT FI R S T I M P R E S S I O N
Creating a strong first impression both online and offline is critical. Your brand says a lot about
your business and is the first chance you have to “engage” your target market.
Get help with making sure you understand what your brand stands for, what your key messages
are and then get help developing a good creative brief. Invest in a decent corporate identity and
initial branding materials and a decent web site that is optimised for search and mobile.
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LEARNING
A B O U T M A R K E TI N G

C R E ATI N G A S T R O N G
FIRST IMPRESSION

p u t ti n g to g e t h e r a m a r ke ti n g
p l a n a n d g e t ti n g yo u r c o re
message right

online and of fline

$ 2 0 0 0 - $ 1 0,0 0 0

$500 - $2 ,500
——— Read as much as you can about 		
marketing. Invest in some e-guides or
books on specific marketing principles
and tactics.
——— Attend a one on one ½ day workshop
and/or get some marketing coaching
to develop your marketing plan, core
messages and get the support you need
to put the plan in place

——— Get help developing a good creative brief
——— Get a decent corporate identity 		
developed
——— Get a decent web site developed that is
optimised for search
——— Get help with your online marketing
strategy
First impressions are really important when

This will make sure that you don’t waste money

you are starting out and don’t have a well-

on poor marketing messages and tactics. If

known brand. Poorly designed logos and web

your marketing messages aren’t compelling

sites can actively work against your business

or you are not promoting your business in the

when it comes to attracting new customers.

right places, or using the right platform(s), it’s
going to cost you more overall to reach them.
Often a lot of the tactics a marketing

These days it’s also critical that you can be
found online when people are searching for
your product or service.

consultant will recommend will be low cost
or even free. They’ll provide guidance on
marketing tactics and messages that are going
to be the most effective (from a results and
cost perspective).
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We’re using the internet for over 50% of purchase journeys, that includes price, product
availability and business locations.
To further strengthen your online marketing strategy, you also need a solid social media and
mobile marketing strategy.
———

W H Y S O C I A L M E D I A?

30+%

Over 30% of SMEs use social media
for business

50%
Almost 50% of consumers now access social
media every day

———

WHY MOBILE?

~100%

Almost all of the Australian population uses a
mobile device or smartphone.

40%
Close to 40% of Australian consumers use a
smartphone to find local information.

So, getting some help working out who you are targeting with your branding, and the messages
you need to send people with your communications will help you create a first impression that
leads to opportunity. Social media and mobile technology continue to offer real opportunities
for businesses to engage with the vast majority of their customers.
Tip: Investing in marketing is essential in the good times and bad. Building a strong brand
when times are good will help you when times are tough!
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W H AT YO U C A N E X P E C T FO R W H AT YO U S P E N D?
———

LESS THAN $2,000
Maybe you need to rethink whether you believe in your business?
It’s very difficult to get anything for less than $2,000. If you are not willing to invest at
least this amount you need to question how much faith you have in your business and your
commitment to grow.
———

$2,000
You’ll need some design and technical skills yourself.
$2,000 might get you:
——— Some business cards with a cookie cutter logo and a landing page or blog site created
using a free open source web platform.
——— If you have the right web site you could then build a list and send email campaigns using
some of the free/very low cost email marketing platforms.
——— DIY search engine optimisation – You would need to really know your stuff to be able to
optimise your site well enough by yourself to get consistent leads through search engines.
——— A social media presence to build a following. However, you should be aware that it’s
difficult to get your content seen on social media now unless you have budget to spend on
promoting your social media posts.
You won’t achieve a great deal of brand awareness or exposure to new potential customers
with this budget. You really have to be internet savvy to be able to generate some
awareness with such limited budget. You would need a lot of marketing smarts and online
skills to do so.
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———

$ 2 , 0 0 0 - $ 5 , 0 0 0 W I L L G E T YO U
This can make you look good but not the eyeballs to appreciate.
The bare basics:
——— A cheap corporate identity
——— A simple brochure-style 3 to 4 page website
——— Search engine optimisation managed by yourself
——— Attendance at networking events where you can connect with potential clients or make 		
new referral connections.
For this amount of budget you would need a decent skill-set, particularly in SEO, and a fair
amount of time to manage the marketing yourself.
———

$5,000 - $10,000
This will allow you to do a small amount of advertising and a good set-up for building and
communicating to your database.
Some smart marketing tools:
——— A reasonable wordpress website, containing a good content management system and 		
customer relationship management (CRM) system.
——— Social media pages, Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn designed home pages
——— Self manged Search engine optimisation and limited search engine marketing
——— Social media advertising – (facebook and LinkedIn)
A small budget should be focused on investing in some good web-based online marketing
tools and some expert help on low cost marketing.
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———

$10,000 – $20,000
Some smart marketing tools and a very limited amount of advertising, direct marketing or other
marketing activity:
——— A high performing web site with some customer relationship management tools, a content
management system and an email marketing platform. Contact forms and links to social
media pages and a blog section.
——— Limited search engine marketing (campaign created & managed yourself)
——— Limited paid search engine optimisation assistance
——— Very limited direct mail activity, limited print advertising or event budget, or online display
advertising
——— Very limited PR done yourself
——— A small amount of social media advertising.
A budget of this size will mean you can now start to expand on your marketing tactics.
You’ll have a small amount of money to invest in some paid advertising or other tactics that
require an investment. You probably won’t have enough to advertise or run other campaigns
frequently though.
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———

$20,000 - $50,000
You can start to run some focused consistent marketing campaigns.
Some smart marketing tools and some consistent advertising or other marketing activity in one
medium:
——— A high performing web site with some customer relationship management tools, a content
management system an an email marketing platform. Links to social media pages, contact
forms, blog section and creating video.
——— Search engine marketing (managed externally by a marketing partner)
——— Paid search engine optimisation assistance (managed externally by a marketing partner)
Consistent activity in either:
——— Direct Mail
——— Print advertising, outdoor or online display advertising
——— Some events
——— Limited PR
——— Social media advertising and promotions or competitions
With a budget of this size you should now be able to start to consistently advertise or run a
marketing campaign in one medium.
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———

$50,000 - $100,000
With a budget of this size you should have an arsenal of smart marketing tools and consistent
advertising/marketing activity in multiple mediums. You can invest in:
——— A high performing web site with some customer relationship management tools, a content
management system and an email marketing platform. Links to social media pages, 		
contact forms, blog section and creating video.
——— Search engine marketing (managed externally by a marketing partner)
——— Paid search engine optimisation assistance (managed externally by a marketing partner)
Consistent activity in one or more of the following mediums:
——— Direct Mail
——— Print/radio or outdoor or online display advertising
——— Some events
——— PR
——— Some sponsorship
——— Social media advertising, competitions and promotions
At this stage, you are seriously investing in marketing. You know you’ll get retain, you’re
growing and will be consistently advertising and running campaigns in across the key
marketing channels.
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W H AT S H O U L D YO U S P E N D O N N E W VS
C U R R E N T C U S TO M E R S ?
International Direct Marketing expert Alan Rosenspan recommends that 50% or more of
yourmarketing budget should be spent on your current customers.
This should be split between:

Upselling customers products
or services of greater value

Cross-selling customers
additional products or
services

Growing your customers
through your current customer
base (via referral, loyalty, social
media and word of mouth
programmes)

So make sure when you are working out your overall budget you are thinking about your
currentcustomers too.
Retargeting is an online marketing strategy that you should also be considering. As we know,
not all your visitors both online and offline are converted into customers. Retargeting is a
strategy employed by many businesses to put their products/services in front of their potential
customers after they leave the online store. There are many ways you can do this (e.g. email,
search) - and all can be very effective when used correctly, and with the right creative. Invest a
portion of your budget in retargeting to boost your CTRs and conversions for your campaigns.
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H OW M U C H S H O U L D YO U S P E N D FO R
D I F F E R E N T S TAG E S O R T Y P E S O F B U S I N E S S E S
At different stages of your business’ life you will need to spend more or alternatively you may
be able to spend less per customer on marketing. In general the following rules apply:
——— New businesses will need to spend more to make prospects aware of them as they can’t
rely on word of mouth
——— More established businesses with some brand awareness can spend less per customer asa
lot of new customers will be generated via word of mouth
——— In more competitive industries you will need to spend more per customer to stand out 		
amongst competitors
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M A K I N G S U R E YO U G E T IT R I G H T
So now you have a guide for how much you might need to invest in marketing. Regardless of
what you decide you can afford, as a small business owner one thing is certain.
You need to make sure that you get it right, because you can’t afford to waste precious
dollars on getting it wrong.
This is where working with an experienced marketing consultant or investing in some marketing
knowledge (through guides, books and seminars) can really help you get good return on your
marketing investment.
Whatever your budget Marketing Angels can help you get smarter marketing through:

One on one ½ day marketing

Writing a comprehensive 12

Ongoing outsourced marketing

planning workshops

month marketing plan

management

We hope you’ve found this e-guide useful. Feel free to pass it on! We’d also love to hear of any
topics you’d like more information on for future e-guides.
If you are not sure what marketing help you need feel free to contact us - we love helping small
businesses get smarter marketing!
You can get more information and tips from Marketing Angels by:
——— Subscribing to Brand News
——— Reading our Marketing Matters blog
——— Connecting with us in LinkedIn
——— Following us on Twitter
——— Becoming a Facebook fan
You may also want to check our weekly contribution in Smartcompany where we discuss
anything marketing.
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Marketing Angels – How much should I spend on
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